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**Reviewer's report:**

I have read the revised manuscript and am happy with the changes. There are still a few minor mistakes e.g. missed words and one reference to heart failure when I think the author meanst heart attack.

I've identified most, but not all below.

Manekin (introduction) and mannequin (page 8) both used – should stick to the same form.

Page 6: “Even if the person might handle people's heart failure adequately; we would rather have a paramedic or a physician to do the job).” -I suspect the author means heart attack, not heart failure, in which the use of a defibrillator would not be appropriate.

Page 9: Missing word- “However, it may be hard to see how education in technology use in health care can BE effective and efficient ....”

I would recommend publication with minor edits to correct mistakes as above.